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Exhibition Statement 
Positions and Props brings together the sculpture of Roberley Bell with paintings of 
Sandy Litchfield. Recognizing a shared formal language, these two artists have engaged 
an ongoing conversation about landscape. This exhibition pairs unexpected colors and 
distinctive compositions in both painting and sculpture, suggesting the ordinary (and 
extraordinary) nature of being in place. 
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ARTISTS’ STATEMENT 
When we first met four years ago, we were excited to discover our overlapping interests 
in creative placemaking, walking and mapping. As artists working in academia, we’ve 
both taught courses that bridge art, architecture, design and writing. And although we 
work in different media, we also saw a clear connection in our sensibility to form, color, 
and visual expression. 
 
Our conversations, which often took place walking along local trails, extended beyond 
our own studio practice, drawing broad connections between literature, 
travel, bookmaking, local ecology and other artists. The ideas for this exhibition 
simmered slowly during these pandemic outdoor walks. Afterwards we’d follow up with 
haiku texts, snapshots of landscape drawings and other studio experiments. This became 
a way to distill the unpredictable world around us in our separate studio practice. 
Over time, it was as if the logic just appeared by itself– a painting and a sculpture in 
proximate space, each recognizing a part of itself in the other. 

https://www.roberleybell.com/ 

https://sandylitchfield.com/ 

 
Image above:  Pairing 2 
 
Sculpture 
 Roberley Bell 
The Color of Stone 
Wood, foam, porcelain, steel, antique carved wood vase 
63 x43 x18 
2018 
 
 
Paining  
Sandy Litchfield 
Inside View 
Gouache on paper 
22x22 
2020 
 
 


